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Ascend ae 

Reaching new heights of achievement 
in the business world requires a special 
alliance. An alliance of people — whether 
management, technical or administrative 
—working together to bring out their best. 
This is the type of relationship Anheuser- 
Busch has always maintained. 

Because of this, we’ve grown from a 
local brewery to an international corpora- 
tion. Our holdings now encompass 
everything from snack foods to theme parks 
to transportation. 

Talented people sustain our upward 
momentum. They take pride in exceeding 
previous levels of accomplishment and rise 
to every challenge with a single minded 
determination to succeed. They have a 
commitment to quality that makes 
excellence their standard. D) 

Their rewards? Intriguing assignments. 
Stimulating work environment. Tangible 
recognition. And the opportunity to reach 
for the stars. 

If you are about to receive your BSEE or 
BSME, and you have the potential to ascend 
above the ordinary, team up with 
Anheuser-Busch. Send your resume to: 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES, INC.; |, 

Corporate Employment; College Relations; bow 
One Busch Place; St. Louis, Missouri 63118. Fo ea 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F. a) ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES 
eee ee
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, The SDI: Should We or Shouldn’t We? 
Editorial by Lisa Peschel 
eS 

Like many students, | don’t spend much time war; for example, the same electromagnetic launcher 

worrying about what’s happening outside the Madison that can fling a laser satellite into orbit could send a 
campus. | know | should be more aware. manned spacecraft out into the solar system. 
Unfortunately, with school, work and everything else, However, as with any story, there are two sides to 
it’s hard to make time to catch up on the news; besides, the SDI controversy. Maybe we could make a system 
| have enough trouble figuring out what’s going on in that works perfectly and reliably, but there are reasons 
my classes, much less trying to understand current to hesitate before deploying it. 
events and world politics. The most important reason is that the SDI might 

But there’s a first time for everything. This summer cause a war instead of preventing it. Of course, the 
| received an offer | couldn’t refuse: | was asked to run system is only for defense. We don’t plan to attack 
the slide projector for the College of Engineering’s them--but, if they trust us as much as we trust them, 
University Summer Forum. During the Forum, experts why should they believe that? They might worry that 
from all over the country came to Madison to discuss we are planning to strike first, then use the SDI to 
the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), Reagan’s plan to destroy their weakened retaliatory forces. They might 
make nuclear war obsolete by building an even fear the SDI as a first strike weapon itself. After all, 
impenetrable defense against Soviet missiles. if a laser can hit moving missiles in space, it could 

While pressing the button on the projector, | certainly hit stationary targets on the ground. 
absorbed quite a bit of information. The speakers all If the Soviets think their national security is 
had different opinions on the ifs, whys and hows of the threatened by the SDI, they probably won't sit there 
so-called “Star Wars” program, but they all agreed on and watch us put it into operation. They might decide 
one thing: they wanted the listeners to learn enough to to strike our country first, to keep us from attacking 
ask intelligent questions and form their own opinions. theirs. Or they might disable the SDI itself. Or they 

Much of the discussion was on the technical might invent a new sort of weapon that the SDI can’t 
problems of the SDI. But the question that intrigued me stop, leaving us with several million dollars worth of 
the most was not, “Can we do it?”but “Should we do high-tech junk. In fact, such weapons already exist; 
it?” | heard many valid political and ethical arguments even the strongest SDI supporters admit that it cannot 
from both the pro and con sides. protect us from submarine-launched ballistic missiles or 

If we could develop an effective SDI system, its long-range cruise missiles. 
deployment might lead to peace and political stability So what is my conclusion after all of this debate? 
between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. Right now, our | don’t know yet. I’m still at the “intelligent 
countries are mutually vulnerable. We have no way of questions”stage. But there is one thing I’m sure of. 
stopping the Soviets’ missiles if they choose to attack, Nuclear weapons are the source of our worst 
but they know if they shoot at us, we'll shoot back at nightmares, but they are also our greatest hope for 
them. If one strikes first, both will be destroyed--this lasting peace; for the first time in history, world leaders 
knowledge keeps us at a standoff. stand just as great a chance as the troops in the field of 

However, if we had a perfect defense, there would dying horrible, painful deaths. Perhaps now our 
be no reason for offense because there could be no presidents and premiers and prime ministers will stop 
advantage to a first strike. The Soviets could do no fighting amongst themselves and unite against a 
damage because we would deflect all their missiles. common enemy: war, and the threat of nuclear 
We could then abandon our own nuclear weapons annihilation. 
because there would be no need to strike back; instead The factory workers and the housewives and the 
of basing our safety on the threat of retaliation, we farmers and the executives--and the students--also have 
could concentrate on defending ourselves, a much their parts to play. Reagan has to know what the 

safer and more stable strategy. American people think of his plans to end war, and to 
There are lots of other factors that suggest we voice an opinion, the people must be informed. 

should go ahead full-tilt with research and deploy the Everyone should take the time to find out what's going 
SDI as soon as possible. For instance, consider that the on with the SDI, especially engineers and others who 
Soviets are probably working on a similar program. can understand the complex technology involved. 
Their government can pour as much money as it wants Their comments are invaluable because they can base 
into weapons and defense without opposition from the their opinions on politics, ethics and feasibility. 
people. If they know we are working on such a project, The point of this editorial: The SDI program is part 
do you think they will let us get much of a head start? of the arms race, a war game where the finish line is 
Also, think of the great strides technology could take really the finish line. Don’t wait until someone hands 

with so much money and brainpower concentrated on you a slide projector before you take the time to learn 
the same topic. The applications could go far beyond about issues which could mean life or death--yours. 0 
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Dean’s Corner 
Star Wars: Controversy on Campus 

qa)! var | | 
by Dean George Maxwell of Nuclear War: Is Star Wars the Answer?” = 1] 1) a — i 

| have seldom felt threatened by a crowd, 3 | }MR) (Fj | (ge tue . i 
but at this presentation | and others | © (Jim Gam, ae | 

_, talked to later experienced a very real = blll (om a | 

vo ONE naturally tends to avoid sense of fear. We also had problems in ¢ od (ee am a ial 
difficult issues, or to tackle new problems obtaining definite commitments from £ E | x \ | 4 es | 

only if they appear to have relatively speakers who were at the forefront of their a ee Or ee 
simple answers. However, to grow as an particular fields. The committee decided . fF ke | 
individual, one must resist the temptation to double its efforts and plan for all iy pe if i. r | 

to always go with the “tried and true.” eyentualities, including the possibility of [PB = = “MaMgm = | * 
Educational institutions face the same serious controversy and __ last-minute _ = ae |. 

decision and too often choose to ignore cancellations. (OL AA ~ — 

controversial issues which have a | would like to comment on why | Ce \. fg - 

profound effect on our lives. believe the Summer Forum was, overall, | & | e fe 
Thus when topics for the Summer such a positive experience for students, [Re 8 | 

Forum were first considered, there was athe Madison community, and the College [my | phn, 
natural temptation for the College of of Engineering. _ a | 
Engineering to select a non-controversial About 80 students took a one-credit DeanG 
topic such as “Technology for the Future.” course based on the forum lectures; about lean George: Maxwell 
When “Star Wars” was first proposed to half were engineering students, and the . : , 

the Summer Forum Committee as a other half were from “across campus.” ; Finally, the College. of Engineering 
possible topic, the natural reaction was to They all benefitted f hie i A itself gained from hosting the University 

ject it on the basis that it was too Y all Denelitted’ from the interaction Summer Forum in that it probably 
controversial too volatile. It covered too between. the hardware-oriented shattered the stereotypical image of 

wide a spectrum of problems and it would Cneineering students), ‘fascinated, by the engineers as inarticulate _ individuals 
die a natural death before the summer. technology that would make for a more concerned only with technology. 
But the committee decided to look at the sophisticated defensive system; and the professor John Mitchell, Chairman of the 
pros and cons of “Star Wars”in more “across-campus” students who were Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
detail. Problems with the topic included concerned with directing MOre effort into and Professor Gerald Kulcinski of Nuclear 

the possibility of heated debates and diplomacy and peaceful solutions to'world Engineering stood out in particular as 
demonstrations, security problems, and problems without leaning heavily towards forum participants who gave polished 
the possibility of presenting an technological solutions. The class ended presentations and thoughtful answers to 
“imbalanced” view of ”Star Wars.” Onthe UP being evenly split on whether advances difficult. questions with their wide 
pro side, the purely technological nature SMould be made in SDI, but everyone knowledge of the effects of technology. 

of the subject would appeal to engineers, agreed that they benefitted from the The SDI Forum was a risky topic, but 
and the tremendous and obvious impact diverse views of the speakers--all obviously —_ we all gained from the decision to discuss 
of the subject not only on the defense of Well-meaning, patriotic Americans--but the tough, often uncomfortable issues 
the nation, but on society, economics and with different views on the solution to a — surrounding SDI, including the 

politics worldwide, would make it Very complex problem. inescapable need for research on defense 
interesting to a wide audience. The Madison community benefitted as and the role of universities in that 

Despite the obvious problems, the well. Newspaper articles and television research. 
committee decided that novone else: was coverage do not give citizens much of an The College administration and the 

likely to make such a presentation and OPportunity to express their concerns Summer Forum Committee should be 
that, as a leader in technology and a center about current issues to those who areina congratulated for taking on such a 
for rational debate, the College had a Position to influence decisions. Members controversial issue and following through 
responsibility to present such an important Of the community who came to campus in such an exemplary manner. Chief 
subject and cover its wide implications. for the lectures were treated not only to Hansen of Protection and Security wrote 
The committee therefore decided that the excellently delivered presentations on in a letter to Chancellor Shain, ”The 
official title of the forum should be "The topics ranging from the technology of program was presented in a balanced 
Strategic Defense Initiative: Feasibility and electromagnetic launchers to the possible _ manner that reflected careful planning and 

Responsibility.” political ramifications of non-compliance thoughtful consideration of the issues 
As the program began to develop, with existing treaties, but also to an involved,” and “The positive results 

some of our worst fears appeared to be opportunity to express themselves during attained by the Engineering staff clearly 
coming true. In October, former Secretary lively question-and-answer periods with demonstrates that controversial lectures 

of Defense Robert McNamara made a_ people who could have some influenceon and speakers can be — successfully 
presentation entitled: “Reducing the Risk the direction of the SDI. programmed here on campus.” 0) 
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by Steve Green and Jerry Hill ‘ico, ein “BES seg Gost, Sy oneal 

ae | ind” By concent a FUN pride seo Ideas that once belonged to science Wisconsin industry _ for suppor, the perception through glove equip dwt 
fiction are now research projects of ‘the ~ WCSAR ho eS tomake Wi eae: eee a oe _ College of Engineering, thanks to a "pallor een ee a Vith this invention, all the tasks o' oe. million-dollar-a-year grant from Le n. Dean Bollinge r Sai _ str naut could be ‘performed. by ‘he 
National Aeronautics and Space "This is one of the largest grants our | ARS without he tie, expense and ee Administration (NASA). Space anon ole ee G. sce vee i Hee 
and robotics, lunar mining of He3, important beca @ it puts us on the E vessel. Within the re ve food-producing orbiting greenhouses, and forerontof space technology, an allows ‘ rt is cami he space-based automated manufacturing us to work closely with our state's _ MARS, in luding visual a id sensory 

7 | 4 , “indust pO nes Y ie : oe a oS ir . oe oe Te a processes will be researched by the in ustry —  - ae i 
Wisconsin Center for Space Automation - ke MARS oject will be d directe by 
and Robotics (WCSAR). The WCSAR is ae - oe _ Br john) Uic ker and su ed by Dr. 
managed by the College of Engineering, = he astronaut, althoug vital to any Bahram Revanis they will work closely - various Wisconsin industries will work ee ation, is-also a very expensive es Th he she cere co : 
closely with the Center and support it. high-risk'commodity. It takes an a A\ S project, or MARS 1; is ge ue he 
This August, the center became one of four hours just to prepare “for "Astro Buddy” to perform va oe 
nine Centers for the Commercial extra-vehicular activity (EVA) and, once in maintenance tasks outside a craft such a a 
Development of Space (CCDS) to receive © space, his time and abilities are limited. If ‘the Spac hae ae 
funding from NASA. The CCDS will aman is tobe replaced, his successor must woul ke to develop tobe for more — _ 
teduce the cost of launching the space have complex and agile arm-hand control, elaborate gd Corea ad such ae 
Program into the 21st century by a versatile torso, strength, andthe abilityto  |ynar mining and surveillance of orbiting ce 
encouraging the private sector to withstand the airless, icy realms of outer greenhouses. of — -_ 
cooperate with engineering and science space. The» Maheuvering Anthropo- ee  . 
talent within the country’s universities. morphic Robotics System (MARS) meets all UN ae _ 

John G. Bollinger, Center Director and these requirements. / The second project t , De researched 
Dean of the College of Engineering, said © The MARS would be a human-like by the WCSAR looks. ee S 
NASA received twenty-five propels fo various functions y aie a ae ones he | 
CCDS. "Ours was successful because ‘it normally han [ ae ultimate ‘source of energy in he ist 
draws on long-standing expertise our “Satellite % air and om in lenance. century. _ _— ee . 
faculty has in robotics, automation, ee on ne 7 - . - 
computing, fusion technology and _ ‘Shuttle for example). would | ve e oe _ ; agriculture, and because it has outstanding opp le seni) over the robot and proton d 4.7 MeV) + He4(3.6 MeV) _ support from industry and the state of woul receive visual and sensory feedback is a “clean” way of Se Wisconsin, he said. support nr eAatno-Buddy,” a referred vo ny penerbecausethe uel and main reactants The Center has outstanding suppst | re gi eee netices atin, ve rnats 
indeed, especially from the WCS/ a rae oie Oe D ee 
industrial research partner, Astronautics "Systems | Jepartment at ACA, wou d | oe over a ee oe 
Corporation of America (ACA). In 1984 ‘cone at anise tating torso with the Earth's. ap Fonment ate c Paveidies Dr. Eric Rice, Manager of the ACA two stabi ee inipulative arms. ae oe | must begin to 
Technology Center in Madison, began ee ctrical power and replace | Haat ons sue | as coal, oe . 
discussing plans for a CCDS with Dean data insfer imteriaces through the oo and petroleum. Nuclear fusion is ne 
Bollinger and other interested UW. faculty. Remote Manipulator | yystem (RMS) of the P ausible and conomical ae 8 
By the time the University of Wisconsin Shuttle. | Aounte ‘within the torso would that one component, He? 5 ta m three), _ 
College of Engineering was ready to be two 1 elevisio cameras, providing the js incre bly scarce onEath, suo te propose 0 NASA ip Api of vont wih a oboieyenew 3 Nawal gs deposi and the decay of 1986, Rice and the ACA had pledged — picture. —D a tritium: mn lear warheads both contain 
$200,000 a year in industrial research = The Sergius would control the SE eda uposites two 
development funds to the Center’s goals Me oe mechanical ~ combine ‘totals only 20-3( kg-not even 
and had enlisted nine other Wisconsin and _ sleeves that wo translate tie oP ati _ enough to Bowel a ods ned clectie o 
Illinois companies to contribute $210,000 ovemes Feubab hey could @ imitated _ power plant for more than afew months, in funding and equipment for the Center's by the robot. In tutn, al textures and However, even though He3is rare on the first year. Two more have recently joined, Se Sd a Me Gt, altos infinite anourts ext An ao 
bringing the total to $450,000. = == MA ha ae | be felt by the space 9 © ee. 
in "addition to. industrial support, pero ae hrough a tactile sensory i ey ee he acl - Govemar “Anthony “Eas seking stbsuton ssn. Suny "Jute" Stun, Uranus) and rw™w~—~—~—r—~——O—”C—T.UC—.C—C—CCN ge a ee 
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Neptune. Retrieving He? from the outer only scheduled for the first year of the space technology is likely to develop faster 
planets is not possible with today’s center’s existence. If private companies than it would if all space research fell on 
technology. We cannot use the Sun as a_ become interested in the program, then NASA‘s shoulders. Businesses will now 

__ resource either, but the solar wind emitted funding from them would be used to start have new markets to produce and sell in. 
from the Sun carries He3 at a speed of 450 _ researching and designing the greenhouse. Companies with interests in space 
km/s. Although the atmosphere and Two stumbling blocks face the design (manufacturing, etc.) will need space 

magnetic field of our home planet prevent and construction of the greenhouse: technology in the future as will other 
the solar wind from reaching us, the finding a way to direct sunlight to the countries; as a result, NASA will not be the 
moon, our nearest celestial neighbor, has Bait qucidevelonins a recycling system _ sole purchaser of space-related products. 

absorbed infinite amounts of the isotope. to be used where humans are present. i : Pe: A 
Samples brought back by the Apollo The existing method of capturing sunlight gencia Jy thie Sorby will also a “ee “ as come out ahead. In addition to the __ missions show researchers that the lunar through solar cells and then directing it to aby oat iy thecal f 

soil has an isotopic ratio very close to that the plants is far too expensive to be used : wioue app) a Baek the Co fe 9 
of the solar wind because the absence of _ on the greenhouse, while a non-recycling de ee of slant ee 

_ both an atmosphere and magnetic field system would require the expensive ce cl Prolessors and TA’s and 
allow the solar wind to make contact with _ transport of plant food and waste. provide money to the rest of the 
the moon’s surface. The fine dust that. Dr. Tibbetts envisions the greenhouse University; 43% of all grant money 
covers the moon’s surface has absorbed to be attached to a Space Station or received by a college is paid to the 
over 4 billion years worth of solar wind moonbase where plants could feed off University. 

_ and is calculated to be up to two meters human waste (CO2 and excrement for Academically, the university stands to 
_ deep. Dr. Gerald L. Kulcinski of the fertilizer) and in turn produce oxygen and gain top students ond faculty interested in 

- ena eee food for the humans. space research. Research opportunities ___ that the moon contains between five ani es : Will be availabl in 
seven million tonsofHe3, AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING pe ae on ha tee A part of the NASA grant will support Although not defined in the UW's Students and faculty outside the College of 

__ _fesearch by the Automated Lunar proposal, a new area of research is being Engineering will also be needed to help in 
___ Resource Processing System (ALRPS) tobe planned that relates to automated research; the Center will draw from the _ directed by Dr. Kulcinski. Dr. Kulcinski maufacturing processes in space (AMPS). resources of. the computer science 
___ and members of the ALRPS group will use The concept involves the automating of department, the school of agriculture, 
__ the grant to study the most economical various materials processing experiments other departments for academic support, 

ways to extract the He3, process it, and that can eventually produce continuous d ACA 
return it to Earth to be used as fuel. new materials. Close coordination with all" ' 

2 since the He? is contained within the of the nine other CCDS’s will be Moving into space is an important 
lunar topsoil, it can be mined by simply accomplished in this task. : : ‘ 
carrying the moon dust from the mine site vad i part of this country’s and the world’s 

BE to the extraction plant. : COMMENTARY. future. As over-crowding becomes a 
Bey -. The He3 can be extracted from the —_ As the 21st century approaches, the problem, the settlement of space will 

_ lunar soil using virtually 100% natural fuel University, Astronautics, Wisconsin and become necessary and WCSAR is a first 
__ fesources. During the lunar day, mirrors _ Illinois industry, the state and NASA will all step in that direction, helping to develop 

could: heat the soil to 600 C, the benefit — from the tesearch and the technology needed for research and ____ temperature at which helium gasses would development of space technologies. eal tl 2 f 
__ separate from the soil. During the lunar Competition among industries producing CYEMtUal —_ settlement —o ne __ night, when the temperature drops to only space technology will allow NASA to UW-Madison, Astronautics Corporation of 
____ five degrees above absolute zero, all the purchase materials for its programs at a America, and other industry partners will 

gasses except He? would condense. The lower cost than if NASA were producing be on the forefront of this important 
__uncondensed gas then need only be those technologies itself. With companies research, helping bring science fiction a 

moved from the extraction site to a fighting for new and expanding markets, _ little closer to reality. 0 
_ transporting vehicle to Earth. Me { : ses 

__Dr. Kulcinski calculates that 20 tons of) PR ——_—_—e 
He? (a Shuttle-sized payload) would be | Be a part of Wisconsin’s future in space... . 
equivalent to the $50 billion worth of | 
energy resources we used in the USA last , 
year. He also foresees a ten-person lunar. Co-op with 

___ base operational by the year 2007 with the _| Astronautics Corporation of America 
first useable He3 being sent to Earth | 
between 2010 and2020.. : 
Se : ‘ : 4 : work part-time during the school year 
ae GREENHOUSE aoe ‘ i work full-time in the summer io _One very interesting topic for research work for money or for credit 
ais the development of a space greenhouse : Opportunities available for all levels and all disciplines, especially EM, ECE 

___ to provide food for astronauts working in | and ME. Possibility of future permanent employment. 
a : Tes eel fe re 

___ plants on the moon or Mars. Dr. Ted W. . . 
Tibbetts of the Horticulture Department is Write: Dr. Eric Rice or Call: 221-9001 

____ in charge of research to determine if food — Manager, Technology Center 
can be grown in space less expensively _ | 5800 Cottage Grove Road 
than it can be shipped there from Earth. _ Madison, WI 53716 

The greenhouse feasibility study is — eee 
See . oo : ; 2 -- : 

se a 4 : oe : ae : 
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~The Hybri nerje e Hybrid Synerjet 
Into space with the best of both worlds 

SL a a URGE OE oe DE OE] 

by Owen Gwynne During the third phase, from Mach 8 to as 

< high as Mach 25 (the speed needed to 
enter orbit), the ship would be powered by 

We've all wondered what space tran- a highly advanced air-breathing engine. 
sportation will be like in the future. : The fourth phase occurs in space. Only 
Movies show futuristic spaceships travell- ae the rockets are used during the fourth 

ing into space as easily as today’s commer- ee phase. This completes the first leg of the 
cial aircraft travel around the world. Most Ae SSN trip that puts the ship into space. 
of us believe that’s how space travel a. i “Nt The next five phases make up the 
should work--ships take off and land Se e/ ‘ return leg of the trip. This leg begins with 
without elaborate launch sites or hundreds by ‘ phase five, a retro-firing of the rocket 
of man-hours of preparation. This article >» oo engine to slow the ship. The sixth phase is 
will look at what some people believe is ' > gplltagse - entry to the atmosphere using no power. 
the key to that easy and affordable space Ye The seventh phase is cruise, during which 
travel--the synerjet. The synerjet is a new i ne 

kind of engine that combines two very Oi el 
different existing systems: rockets and EEE rr soer. 
air-breathing engines. To understand why An artist’s picture of the synerjet 
combining these two systems is essential to The space shuttle must carry 
future engineers, we will take a close look efficient than rockets while in the atmos- six times as much oxidizer as 

at the advantages and limitations of both phere. Second, air-breathing engines pro- it does actual fuel. 
rocket and air-breathing engines. vide maneuverability in the atmosphere 

that rockets cannot. The two greatest 
drawbacks to air-breathing engines are 

ard their husewecke vacuum of space the ship uses its air-breathing engines to 

The synerjet would combine To get the best of both worlds, a maneuver to the landing point. The eight 

several types of air-breathing combination was proposed as early as phase isa loiter USIng:a low power/low fuel 

engines and an advanced 1966. The synerjet (which gets its name air-breathing engine to position the iship 
rocket system into a single from the synergy or combined energy of the, the Heading pail The fife) Dies 3 
engine. both rockets and air-breathing engines) the actua ‘a ing ee reathing 

would combine several types of air-breath-  ©M8!N€S to sollly, set the ship.down: < 
ing engines and an advanced rocket Now that we've discussed the various 
system into a single engine. phases of operation of the synerjet, let s 

This combined engine has several look at its three major advantages. First, 

Modern-day rockets have a number of | modes that parallel the three phases of a the synerjet makes a single-stage vehicle 
features that make them an essential part typical space mission. In the launch possible, which implies a number of 
of any future space travel. First, rockets phase, both the rocket and air-breathing things. No hardware, like the huge fuel 

are the only engines that function in space. capabilities are used: first for liftoff thrust, _ tank of the space shuttle, is burned up in 
Second, rockets are the only engines that and second for an efficient entry into the atmosphere. Only refueling would be 
efficiently provide enough thrust to lift a space. While in space, the engine would needed to launch the ship again. Finally, 
ship vertically off the ground. On the operate as a pure rocket. While returning the landing point would work well as a 
other hand, the major problem with — or landing, only the air-breathing capabili- launch site, which would eliminate the 
rockets is that they need huge amounts of _ ties would be used. need for cross-country travel on the back 
fuel, all of which must be carried by the Now let’s take a detailed look at how _ of another ship. 
ship. This rocket fuel consists of two parts: _ the synerjet engine would perform during The second major advantage of the 

liquid hydrogen (the actual fuel) and liquid a mission. The synerjet goes through as synerjet is the decreased ratio of fuel 
oxygen (oxidizer to enable the fuel to many as nine phases during a mission. weight to total ship weight, since air- 

burn). The space shuttle, for example, The action of these phases can be roughly — breathing engines don’t have to carry 
must carry six times as much oxidizer as it compared to shifting gears in a sports car. _ liquid oxygen. This means that a synerjet- 
does actual fuel. Pure rocket engines also The first phase is launch, during which the — powered ship could put more payload in 
need elaborate launch pads to deflect the rockets and air-breathing engines work — space than the same size rocket-propelled 
exhaust blasts created during launches. together to lift the ship. The second phase _ ship. 

In contrast, air-breathing engines fill a of operation is from roughly Mach 2 to 6 The final advantage to using a synerjet 
number of the gaps left by rockets. First, (Mach N being N times the speed of _ is its maneuverability after returning from 
since they don’t need to carry any oxidiz- sound). During this phase, the ship would space. After entering the atmosphere, it 
er, air-breathing engines are much more _ operate using just the air-breathing engine. | would act like a commercial aircraft. It 
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would be able to enter holding patterns 
around busy landing points and make co MPOSITE ENGINE 
sharp turns in flight. These are two 
abilities that the space shuttle doesn’t SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT CONCEPT 
have. The space shuttle is a glider while 
returning from space and must land on the 
first pass. The space shuttle must also < 
enter the atmosphere through what are i IN ORBIT _— 
called re-entry windows. If the space ® Zee 
shuttle were to miss its window it couldn’t RETRO VACUUM PHASE 
make the proper approach to the landing Roce} move 
field, or it would miss the field altogether ® 
and it could not turn and try again. Using MACH 8- 14/25 
the synerjet would eliminate the restric- © B SCRAMJET MODE 
tions of re-entry windows. ENTRY ae 

2e— mack 
ee @ z RAMJET MODE 

4 + CRUISE~ BACK (MACH 4) “t1) 
A __ synerjet-powered ship RAMJET MODE ; 
could put more payload in 

space than the same size So 
si ip. x ® rocket-propelled ship ESD omer wens A a 

FAN MODE FAN MODE 
(PLENUM LAUNCH 

BURNING) SUPERCHARGED 
CNY), awe DeeToR MODE 

So if the synerjet is the ticket to space, jet. As an example of the people working — Escher has been involved in developing 
what's standing in the way of building right now, Lockheed-California recently the theory behind the synerjet. He feels 
one? The major hurdle to producing a true placed an ad for engineers titled “Bring that the synerjet will be a “flying engine” 
synerjet engine is technology. At this Your Career Up to Speed: Mach 25.” In by the year 2000 and that work on the 
point, no air-breathing engine operates this ad Lockheed talked about work being synerjet will greatly expand in the next few 
from Mach 8 through Mach 25, as needed done in hypersonics using scramjet and 5 mht 
: . : . : : years. So if you want to “bring your career 
in phase three. However, this type of hybrid (synerjet) engines. In April, DARPA ” : 

5 : up to speed,” look into the future of the engine has been theoretically developed (Defense Advanced Research Agency) ‘et. 
and is called a scramjet. One big problem issued contracts totalling $500 million to SYnevet- 
with building such an engine is the lack of develop an aerospace plane and its en- 
a testing capability. A test facility or test. gine. The money went to GE, Pratt & 

plane that can operate above Mach 8 whitney, Boeing, General Dynamics, | REFERENCES 
doesn’t oe ee the engine must Lockheed, McDonnell Douglas, and Rock- "The Synerjet Engine: Key to 
Re a ‘isn oe a eed to test Well International, all of which will be on Spaceliner,”William J. D. Escher, Novem- 

It. There is aso a host of challenging the cutting edge of future space technolo- _ ber 1984. 
technical problems involved in bringing h . . . 

: : 5 : gy. Composite (Rocket/Airbreathing) En- 
rockets and air-breathing engines physical- : j : . 

ill, quite a bit of progress has Closer to home, an engineer in Madi- __gines: Key to the Advanced (Non-Staged) 
pases Still, quite a bit of prog son is presently continuing his work Space Transport Vehicle,”William J. D. 

nna eat as 1968, comprehensive towards a completed synerjet. His name is Escher, August 1969. 
initial studies of a synerjet-type engine had William J. D. Escher. Since the sixties, Mr. Aerospace America, May 1986 

been completed. There have also been a 
studies done over the years by different 
groups concentrating on various aspects of 
the synerjet. At this point, engines have ? 
been built and test-run that fulfill the BOB Ss COPY SHOP, IN rs 
requirements for the first two phases of the ff 
synerjet (launch and Mach 2 through 6.). . . 
As far as rocket technology goes, the space Campus West Side Location 
shuttle and Apollo missions have provided 56 University Square Parkwood Mall 
us with a highly developed rocket system. ‘ ‘ 
The technical details involved in the final 257-4536 6640 Meant Road 
phases of the synerjet model (loiter and . 
land) have also been developed. But to be 1314 West Johnson 
completed, problems with the middle Randall Tower COPY FOR CLASSES 

alae of operation of the synerjet must be 251-2936 Thesis - Legal Briefs - Resumes 
solved. 

There are a number of companies with 

projects involving or relating to the syner- 
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iniscing and Remodelling 
. ° 

The College of Engineering’s own space--on the ground 
LE a Ee (OR ATES] 

Fx www. Sak SE Vi FTW 

by Beth Bertling > . 7 Ie \ i WA{ ys RY) 
Wile) A \ 7H SS ‘ GSS oe AS c 

Space. The College of Engineering is yt ee ie ’ Uh Nt a a es AY ape ! me bel ee INA ATT Tr PS aaa 
seeking it out anywhere it can--even on tA | 1-78 4 Wy ee 4 
the ground. If any of you plan to be eT th 7 1} Wi . DARE oN 
around in the late 80’s and early 90's, you [eet ali 4 n Ng ' , NG , 
will witness some major changes on the : ih 4 yi +a AGS |} ¢. ay Bie a 
Engineering campus. aa MN i. KW As a pe ’ 

The University has approved plans to FFA’ a y : Jo a | iy? Me 1 AN 
remodel and add to the Old Highway Lab | ae... “ASO AM Be A ke RK NN uae AN 
Building or, as it is officially known, 1410 soa J a | | 7 + iS SSA TN 
Johnson Drive. It will have 14,000 square LU _ a Aw? Ct Wi PSR ie ae) 
feet of new space, and will most likely PRRs ff Weta nl iy eRe a i 
house the CAE (Computer Aided [77 9 al 7. a Wem se AY WEY 
Engineering) facilities, a rheology research |g 7B (1 1. a I a =o) Ye i) ANY Va 
center, a biomedical engineering See bis i or eo Go AN NEY 1'f 
department, optics and machine design beer Pe ~ —= |. Ay Pd du oN i) ih 
areas, and the Electrical and Computer ir oe ar i ue SE rye 
Engineering Department’s WISCOM--the |*@ Mme Ss Rie Rie orth dh a NI 
Wisconsin Information Science and ——— es oe —- l = | 
Communication Consortium. oom: oe oe ee ee —< 

Another plan submitted to the [pee 5 iinet +e nee. | 

University is the proposal to build an [gil gg eel "5 eo 
addition into the courtyard of the The original Chemi ineeri ildi . " 
Engineering Building. This new addition the Helen Cc. Wilt tee sR Hine OE 
will provide more space for the Chemical 
a OMe sau an allconum tar wil a be funded by private or corporate gifts in the next biennial budget (1987-89). 

ij grants, and will be used to host After funding is approved, it will be at least 
seat about 1000 people. The speakers and other high attendance another two years before the building will 
administration hopes that this auditorium events. This plan is expected to be funded _ actually be occupied, in 1991 at the 

satliee att now, this project is fourth on 
ERT . the list of priority building projects within 
ip io ye BN NP ery ] AT the University; one shen, hes on the 

ty fe A OY: ie a “eet OS i SSl ke list are the completion of the M ial 
Bae hgh 2, NPD VST ~~ wa, 5 pete emorial 

ae ie: Oj a J ee ON | ha Library, the construction of a new building 
‘ pe Eh fy ‘\ Jo a. .. * /) r for the business school, and a building 
Ue ne a y} 6 ee ee Ae | ~sProject on the agricultural campus. 
hy bers | i _— . Pd ut 7 F | The project next in line within the 
ny Se es SU eS ig tap &, Loh College of Engineering is the building of 
Re Tie ie vy Vir OY ag ay fee | = another tower for engineering 
Gea Lay PT ee ; 5 ; ‘ & recone ERR i This proposal has been 

ae a eS |... | submitted to the University, but fundin: 
ae oT at : it [es ce ye ss isn’t expected until 1991 at the earliest 

fl A) AL es a ’ a in ea aL =a This building would be built where the 
va age ee ay | a iv i | MBN Le | ae parking lot adjacent to the current ERB is 

Bialatn Hia) We lie eh a = Sie! 4.4,{ now. If funding is approved according to 
‘. a pS ee Ey, Es a ero rer Te mt \ a hy bees] == the current schedule, the new ERB II could 

bie tN LW 2 cc oS pW, ceemee Poccuvied by 1993, 
el z 1 Ht OY) iy | ey : Other proposed but not yet funded 

be F ne A aa ae / building projects include: engineering 
- ee research centers located on the corner of 

j lenge Avenue and Breese Terrace 
a where General Engineering and the 

5 ieee ™ = T-buildings are now (eat) a addition 
= Ls | to the Wendt Engineering Library (where 

The old Engineering turiding - now this building is Education. Hard to believe that engineering more audio-visual and computer 
students ever wandered about on Bascom, isn’t it? application facilities would be located), 
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5 =O aand, last on the list, a new addition to the 
QR \ — -; Mechanical Engineering Building. 

< So Walkways to connect the entire 

: ge) )=—engineering campus have also been 
el ee proposed. The walkways would connect 

* | \ —  -~—_— the research centers to the Mechanical 
‘\ a — Engineering Building, the ERB II to the ECE 

. ee portion of the Engineering Building, the 
bi pee aa ERB II to the new addition at 1410 Johnson 
ie | Soa Drive, 1410 Johnson Drive to the 

ee Re fll ‘ Chemical Engineering portion of the 
ee, ee. oe a Engineering Building and, finally, the 

no yr i xia J ie es ae te, Chemical and Civil Engineering portion of 
mas “: ed a oa ‘ the Engineering Building to the Wendt 

: ms me oe) a ee Most of these proposals, with the 
as ie ae Lio a eg «i a) oad + 7 ; a iecae wa eee I fo ig exception of 1410 Johnson Drive (which 

eer . LS a yea ot has already been funded), the new 
lane eS ew! = _ _ yg ‘ a Engineering Building, and ERB II, are still 
Seo tea. ae a? ae in the dream stages of development. 
fea = ee r \ University budget constraints will 
aw _ i ee a pe id i peg determine the fate of all of these proposals, 
‘ae s fon] —" To ee 2 so all, few or none of the other proposals 

may actually materialize into buildings. 
The foundation of the Engineering Research Building, 1967. 

S THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

by PASS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
ae A 5 

egy K, JP pe > A 
GR fel 
PIA Li ff 2D EE J KOS Yy A . 

i WS? Ay ES ees? SS 

ES Sey : Ree PQ We 

- ag y 
. Se LOY Via, <a 2 

VV - we . 
we 1 A i SQ N 

4 hi 

BUILDING INDEX : NWT is NO Ce 1. Machine Laboratory SSS i 
2. Heat Power Laboratory S NS 
3. Mechanics and Materials Laboratories : CN UA, \ 
4, Electrical Engineering Laboratories 5g BS 3G Zi 
5. Mining and Metallurgy Laboratories RSS 7G Iw Ly 
6. Chemical Engineering Laboratories ELECTRICAL SSRN) y/ J 
7. State Highway Laboratory ENGINEERING & Nok C TES 
8. Internal Combustion Research Laboratory MECHANICS \ , be age ) 
9. Metal Castings Laboratory . Se y) 2 6, 4 3 

10. Motor Vehicle Research Laboratory U @ 
11. Spray Drying Research Laboratory QW wy » 
12. Solar Energy Research Laboratory * S z 
13, Topographic Engineering i’ 
14. Mechanical Drawing é v 
15, Cafeteria and Cafeteria Annex fy y 
16, Administrative, Experiment Station, Civil v & x 

Engineering and Mechanical Engineering ae gee > 
Offices “a /e 

Note: Hydraulics Laboratory located on Lake aS 
Mendota at the foot of Park Street. Cw, ”) i 

The Engineering campus as it appeared in this 1962 Engineering Bulletin. 
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er——“Clis—siseOO—OSOSsSCsSSS CeCe / | 
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ee ee ...... .. a a 
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The Engineering campus as we know it today - this is recognizable! 

Visualizing the future seems to be as 

hard as visualizing the past. It’s hard to 
JOIN THE believe that at one time, the Engineering 

campus consisted of the Mechanical 
= = = Engineering Building, the Mining and 

wisconsin en nee, Metallurgical Engineering Building, and a 
baseball diamond. The Chemical 
Engineering Building was located at 600 

call 262 -384904 North Park Street--where the Helen C. 

White Library stands today. 
The additions to the Engineering 

se ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee campus came slowly but surely as the 

College of Engineering realized that it 

i PIZZA ITALIA Bf] veete more space. In 1946, plans were 
approved for the construction of a new 

i I Engineering Building; this building was to 
house mostly the departments of Chemical 

i i and Electrical Engineering. Construction 
P began in 1948 and was finished by 1950. 

i i Eventually, additions were made to this 
. . building. The Engineering Research 

i with another pizza and beverage purchase IJ Building (ERB) was proposed in 1963 and 
re * completed in 1968. The Wendt 

i after 8:00 P.M. (with coupon) fF Engineering Library came shortly after that. 
> S 

und % The following photos show the growth of 
i DAILY SPECIALS as Di, Block East of I the College of Engineering over the past 

Sandwiches - Dinners - Pizza o Camp Randall at fifty years.orso:. 
a Salad Bar - Soups - Ice Cream i It’s interesting to see how much the 
i Beverages of All Kinds 1421 Regent St. i Soles ot eee has grown in the 

Ba t and P. past half a century. ose of us who are 

nguet and-Rarty Rooms Call 25 7-21 87 really interested may stick around and get 

\ . . . . J to see it grow and expand even more--way 
Not Valid with Other Coupons or Discounts — Expires 12/31/86 into the next century. 
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From High Heels to Hard Hats 
Co-oping with Impell Corporation 

(EES EE SS Ns PSS EDEN STEED ONS Fn ONG CE PELE eT 

by Paula Grgurich Scaling the struts, hanging 50’ up bya For a college student like myself, the 
safety belt, crawling through cable, and consulting life was full of fun and 

Impell Corporation, an international walking life lines, | became an effective excitement. 
engineering consultant, has armed me field lead. There were times when | was 
with a new confidence in my own placed over men twice my age who had | cannot recommend _ co-oping 
engineering ability, rewarded me with a their master’s degrees. The guys were enough. The benefits go beyond just 
lead field position, introduced me toa fun, great. We had many good times (Lake receiving experience in electrical layout, 
new circle of friends, thrown me _ TaHoe 4th of July, Fort Worth Stockyards, vessels, retrofit, CAEMIS — software 
cross-country to witness/aid a new plant Corpus Cristi road trip, raw oysters and St. applications, and seismic analysis. A 
coming on line, and trusted me with the — Pauli’s, jet skiing, sailing Lake Granbury, blend of academic and real-world 
company credit card. Being off-campus the monthly company-paid weekends). experience completes the picture. 0 
for the past nine months, co-oping has 
offered me more experience and fun than | ETE 
ever could have hoped for. 

In Impell’s Chicago office, my first 7 
major project was the BCSD/79-14 wef 
Verification Effort. | issued new pipe Cy gan 
supports and support modifications to our Ay” 7.) : 2 
client Commonwealth Edison at their , 

uad Cities Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2. B S i d B 
2 project introduced me to major The est a a ar on Campus 

industry codes and standards, Impell’s is just around the Corner! 
unique CAEMIS software, and company 

politics. Ci QA Y 

At the same time, engineers at the i Yr ) 

Dresden 3 plant of Commonwealth Edison of ® ( 

found evidence of stress corrosion in AS 7K \ 

critical stainless steel piping. The piping, A\ 8 

an essential part of the plant’s power \) Ey &. J 
system, was located in a highly congested ee Z Bi 
area. Our job of redesigning the affected ‘A | i 
six systems required complete anaes a OF fi 

design, procurement, installation, an fh f Rs 
inspection on a tight schedule to reduce oD 4h eB Liane 7) a 

plant downtime. | worked with many VD ee Te Vins, ‘2 

technically strong, experienced engineers, Wy Ps. yg Bs 

and | learned more in two months than | HI y v SQ 
had in my entire college career. The fi Mt w 

practical experience has made fi S03 @ 
engineering very real. 

ded d dH e = In April, | traded in my suit and pumps yi eC 
fora tard hat and levis to travel to another I | gay. Carousel 

lant. A fast decision (I was given 48 El i Cm m e 
ROUra): it has proved to be one of my best. a CE Le A Cafeteria 
At Texas Generating Utilities Company's US Ke Fy 
Comanche Peak, | watched a_ small a ff m 11:30a.m.-1:15 p.m. Mon-Fri 

concern grow into a multi-million dollar Ste Carousel Cafeteria is located on the 2nd floor of 
project. The shaping of the Train C 2 Deg Union South, on the corner of Randall & Johnson 
Program’s methodology and the growth of ty a7 Vik ES ; 

the project at times still amazes me. Lg o>  Son 
Seismically addressing the Train C bam THE WISCONSIN UNION 

electrical conduit based on iA a a: 

NRC-acceptable methods, we developed CIE CARH Cer ‘ . 
multi-level screening criteria. 
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Superconductive Magnets 
Storing energy through the night--and for flight 

CESS GU 0 EE] 
. business hours. Late at night, when the the power source at launch would Hy PeteSteinhalf base load is minimal, the SMES charges decrease the weight of space vehicles 

Superconductive magnetic energy from unused available generators. considerably because they would not have 
storage (SMES) is an old idea that is gaining to carry as much fuel. 
ground in a new field. Dr. Roger Boom is Two point can be made concerning The SMES is built underground. For a 
the air a a peneiss SMES: . . : - ei launch site, the ELS could be built on a wich hee dove’ pam Aibele Veseaneh ae een high 98% efficiency ountainside to fire the vehicle off at an 
since 1961. The object of the work has Its high cycle efficiency and fast response 2"8!¢- ane ee ie aes ba been the development of SMES for electric time also allows SMES to be used to then nes ela it eee et cou 
utility use. With SMES, energy could be improve system efficiency during periods ‘carry less fuel an more payload. . stored in a superconductive storage when the load is changing. Much more will be said about SMES in 
magnet at night (during low consumption the near future. They can make our power levels) for discharge during the day (when — ELS USE OF SMES. systems much more efficient, and, as the consumption levels are at their peak). SMES is being considered as an ELS experience with SMES increases, ELS use More recently, Dr. Henry Kolm power supply. Dr. Henry Kolm suggested of SMES could be substantiated. We will 
(co-founder of the Francis Bitter National that ELS could propel large payloads such _ be able to fire larger and larger payloads Magnet Laboratory at MIT) suggested using as supplies for a space station, which into space; soon manned missions may be SMES as the power source’ for could have many commercial and defense boosted into space using SMES. “Mankind electromagnetic launching systems (ELS). applications. Since heavily loaded space _ has an innate desire to occupy all available He spoke about ELS during the Strategic vehicles require tremendous amounts of space,” says Dr. Kolm. “The questions left Defense Initiative (SDI) Summer Forum fuel for thrust at launch, the use of SMES as__ to answer are: when and where?” [J 

eee 

SMES can provide the power ENGINEERING CO-OP PROGRAM to launch space vehicles so 

they will not have to carry j i The Co-op Program is a coordinated effort huge amounts of fuel. What is Co-op? between the colege of Engineering and indus- 
trial, governmental or consulting employers. It 
provides full-time, practical, paid engineering 
experience while you earn your degree. If 
selected for co-op employment, you would sponsored by the College of Engineering. work from one to four semesters and/or ELS are presently being developed to summers prior to graduation. 

launch payloads into spazes Who Qualifies? You may enroll as a candidate in the Co-op HOW SMES WORKS . Program after you have completed your freshman . year. If you have attained at least sophomore Before commercial use and ELS use of standing, you may begin to interview for co-op 
SMES is discussed, it is important to employment. 
understand how SMES works. An 
insulated wire (consisting of the alloy 
niobium-titanium encased in copper) is Excellent opportunities in all disciplines, especially 
wrapped around a core spool to form a Civil, Metallurgical, and Nuclear Engineering. solenoid. Electricity is sent through the 
wire which induces a magnetic field. The 
SMES device is buried in bedrock and Please come to the Co-op Office, 407 Wendt 
cooled to liquid helium temperature: 1.8 Library, 215 North Randall Avenue, for more degrees Kelvin. The SMES device is intormation; 
typically a few hundred meters in radius. 

COMMERCIAL USE OF SMES 

SMES has been developed for 
commercial use. SMES could assist the 
Wisconsin Electric Power Company in 
1995 by discharging power during peak 
load times, which occur during standard 
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Is There Life After College? 
° oe 

Alumnus Jim Ross is instrumental at TI 

EE Sara gs en es asa ea ee ete Be RD Ss ed eo aE EO Rs a 

; management training, basic management [ = ee es | Torr 
Ry: Fenty Biche training, and a few others. 5 a ie Cit 

ae ae 2 | es 5 + 

Jim Ross is a 1985 graduate of . How many companies di ed ett aed ' | | 
UW-Madison. He received a bachelor of Pian with? What Woe most Coat Pe oe aaa a 
science degree from the Industrial preparing for those interviews? peo, oo | 
Engineering Department and is now an a. | took interviewing very seriously in | = Wa cor) 
employee at Texas Instruments in college. After all, | was goingtoschoolto |= se ie ee iil 
Lewisville, Texas. Recently, Jim took a get a job, right? | sent out 75 letters to Soy g poner a Jane Ja 
break from his busy schedule to talk with employers prior to interviewing. | fe | i 2 es! FA a 1h 

us about his life after graduation. interviewed with over 30 companies on | 2 S oe wy: é ll 
Q. Jim, what is your position at TI? campus, which resulted in 14 plant trips. |2 9m ae re 1 | 
A. I'm a Factory Planning Engineer in the — Out of those plant trips came ten offers for |) ts Seales Lia | 
Industrial Engineering Department of the employment. Those ten included IBM, <= —_—— ee 
HARM Missile Program. 3M, Alcoa, Oscar Mayer, and Texas Jim Ross, professional(?) engineer. 

Q. What are your responsibilities/duties? Instruments, among others. Management. | watch my courses on 
A. I'm in charge of systematic layout and Some of the things I did to prepare for closed-circuit TV. | attend class at work 
design of a 15,000 square foot area. My an interview were carefully planning my and watch my professor teach on campus, 
specific duties include assembly flow, resume, researching the company, coming live. | have always been interested in 
automation, material handling, computer up with questions for the interviewer, engineering management and enjoy my 
simulation, and inventory schemes. going to company information meetings classes. 

and showing a genuine interest in the 
company, utilizing the Placement Office Q. What was the biggest change you 
and taking Professor Marks’ Career pete wes you thade the 

* : — Orientation class. transition from student to engineer? 
vatlinaly tn cnllese, ntteratk Q. What were your priorities when A. Responsibility. eee is more 

I was going to school to get a considering a potential employer? relaxed--sleep IN and skip Class if you 

‘ob, right?” A. Lused the following criteria: want, party your brains out, etc. School 
job, right? --Job responsibilities also gave you graded papers and lots of 

--Job variety feedback. Work is different. 1 am 
--Career growth responsible for laying out several hundred 
--Job mobility thousand dollars _of equipment and 

Q. Are you doing the type of work you --Future of the company automation for which there is no exact 
planned on when you got your degree? --Company training program answer. There are no answer keys or old 

A. Yes, although it took me a year to get to --Use of high technology and computers tests to look at. 
what I’m doing now. | started out --Working conditions 
developing an electrical assembly training --If company offered tuition 
program for four months and then was a reimbursement *§chool is. wore relaxed — 

capital procurement engineer for eight --What the city/area is like I : ‘d skip cl if 
months. Both jobs were interesting but --If continued education was offered in the SEER IN ANG SKID) Class EL'YOu 

not what | really wanted to do. area want, party your brains out, 
Q. In school, were you exposed to the  --People/Co-workers etc.” 
techniques and methods you now use? --Stress/competition on the job 
A. Basically, yes. General engineering --Amount of travel required 
concepts and problem-solving approaches _--Relocation Q. What do you enjoy most about living 
were learned at school. Specific job skills --Company benefits in Texasi 
were learned at TI. --Company reputation/status A. Big city life. Major league baseball, 
Q. Did you participate in a training --Take-home salary football, and basketball all in the same 
program? What was it like? --Cost of living in area city, warm weather nine months out of the 
A. Most training was informal and taught --Gut feeling year, nearby lakes and parks, etc. And of 
on-the-job. There was no formal training Q. Does your company encourage course the incredible night life, expensive 

program for the first six weeks, for continued education? cars, and beautiful women ... 

example. Training was more “as you need A. Yes. TI offers 100% reimbursement for Q. What do you miss most about 

it.” A portion did consist of training public schools and 80% for private Madison? 

programs, which included quality circle schools. | attend the University of Dallas, A. Gyros at the Parthenon, State Street, 
member and leader training, statistical a private graduate school, where I’m drinking beer at the Memorial Union, the 
process control training, time working on my MBA in Engineering Madison lakes, my old friends....0 
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From the Class of “85. 
“Seattle and Boeing are good neighbors — 75,000 

Boeing people live and work within 30 miles. I came here 
cold. No credit. No family. But when I told Seattle people 
I was with Boeing, they said: ‘No problem: 

“I knew Id like the strength and stability of a big com- 
pany. What I didn’t expect was a sense of ‘family: People 
here take care of each other — they're considerate. I know 
several Boeing people who have sons or daughters also 
working here. I think it says something about a company 
when a parent recommends it to his or her child. 

“Tm in materials technology, primarily aluminum 
lithium. The immediate challenge is preparing for a 7J7 
materials selection review this fall. 

“What would I tell the saan tills 
class of ’87? Well, tell , 
them Boeingwakesup 44 
early. In my senior Ni 
year, my first class em io 
was at 10. At Boeing, | a * 
we've doneaday’s | a 
work by then? , a : 

Linda Rini “am “ , 
2: me Hainer, ores ‘ = € , 

Airplane Company. 4 wo 3 a L 

‘ ' nol ] / 

oe ‘rea



From the Class of 49 e 

“Here are three advantages of The Boeing Company 

I think are very, very important. 
“First, flexibility. There are five major Boeing compan- 

ies that have operations in the Seattle area. That creates a 
broad range of career options, and you don’t have to move 
far or lose your benefits to take advantage of them. 

“Second, Boeing quality is recognized around the 
world. We want people who can maintain and enhance 
that reputation. 

“Third, there are exciting engineering challenges — 
the 7J7, new propulsion systems, new applications of 
electronics in fly-by-wire and fly-by-light. I suspect there 
are more challenges for computer specialists and EEs 
here than at most computer companies. 

= “And that’s what it’s all 
about. Big challenges. High 
quality. The opportunity to 

Re grow and excel. 
oe “To me, that’s Boeing’ 

y : Z P ; \ 

Be ae Mark Kirchner 
4 : | Director of. Engineering 

oy . ol Technology for Boeing 
7 Commercial Airplane 

| — ss Company. 

\ & a = we 
% ee alto? kh g 4 

JF jag Ds 

OL eg 
Y —T | A : 
a Gs Engineers and 
ee ol — Engineering Technologists: 

> Wi ee ae a To find out more about the 

 *% opportunities at Boeing, contact 
2 2 a your college placement officer 

cs eo e — or send your résumé to The 
Se sf | Ne fa. Boeing Company, PO Box 3707- 

ee oa a. C52, Seattle, WA 98124. 
So ee ( a -— Le 
i ad a | SOLAN G&G 

ee . ree 2 - | ie . INO j An Equal Opportunity Employer 

a og fo 4 
Be BAe ey a y pS yy 

be of” -_



° 
Some of the OTHER aspects of co-oping 

CE aa a a ee ee 
1 pd ae wy {5 discussing deductions and loopholes with by Scott Pau ye Yo \ \\e other engineers in the company cafeteria. 

4 Ny & When | worked at McDonald’s they took Students with co-op (pronounced /, ly \ | & Money out of my paychecks, but that was kwap, after the sound of something hitting / \ CLA \us 5 just for fun; | knew that | would get it all a fan) experience are perhaps even more “4 (9 aN oF P= ~ \A & back at the end of the year. This time sought after than students with 4.0’s. Cf _ so \ \ | & Uncle Sam was playing for keeps. Employers like to see students that have wey ees Z Ay Vo Most engineers can’t avoid the tax some experience in their field, however; rn NG Ty \ | & bite, but many try to compensate by there are many aspects of co-op f Ly \ 1 finding profitable ways to invest their experience that have little or no bearing WV | ! : { | surplus income. More than one engineer on engineering and probably should not aa yi ! iA / had a story to tell about an investment be brought up during interviews. ye yt {. \ / i gone sour--and by the end of my co-op, | The first month of my co-op was the ~ ¢ A ff / \ \ o also had found a hot item to invest in. “don’t know nothing yet” phase of my VPS ES NS NOOO after 1 pulled my remaining funds out of career. In addition to doing intensive TH apn AND_THE 4 the market I felt a little better about reading about job-related stuff | also TEX [hur ore yr watching the company finish its nosedive received valuable xeroxing experience. | oF into bankruptcy. can now collate, staple, de-jam, and wait - My co-op fortune may have been 
in line like nobody's business. . whittled down, but my engineering As an engineering student | often had years and had been eating Kraft Mac & . 5 : . experience was the most valuable thing to pass up going to a Badger game in order Cheese for the last year, so | often even that [ dot f ing. ‘And ‘that to work on a lab or homework set that had double entrees at lunch. | pretty an ree om Co-oping. An at wes . i E something that no stock market crash or seemed more important. But as a co-op much just stayed out of those particular ; student in Columbus, Ohio, it seemed conversations. unscrupulous auto repairman would ever more important to defend the honor of One thing that | took home from my be able to take away. . Wisconsin from all attacks — from co-op that | didn’t expect to was a Some of the more serious aspects of non-Badgers. “Not only are our games southern accent. Ohioans don’t talk so ©0-0P experience were also valuable, did more fun,” I stated, “we also have a better funny, but my roommate was from West get to do real engineering; my projects are band.” | didn’t go so far as to state that we Virginia. When | returned to Rice Lake, _ still being used by the company | worked had a better football team, but when the Wisconsin, my speech was full of drawls for. | learned a lot-there was always Wisconsin-Ohio State game came around and y‘all’s and whatnot. | was accused of Someone who would answer my (Ohio State was favored by 21.5 points) |__not being a Wisconsinite anymore--until | questions; it was kind of like being the only covered bets from anyone who gave at caught more walleyes than my dad on a_ student, but with ten professors around to least 15 points. | was so proud of my team fishing trip. help explain things. And the money | when they won. | think that experiences At UW-Madison the only time | ever earned helped me get through school and like that are what inspire alumni to donate missed not having a_car was when | kept me from spending summers flipping gobs of money to the university. needed to make a Cub Foods run. | burgers. 

worked one semester without a car and 
took the bus to work. | met. several 
interesting people on the bus in the big . The first month of my co-op city, some of whom talked to themselves; My co-op job exposed me to was the “don’t know nothing nevertheless, | felt that after my first co-op an aspect of real world yet” phase of my career. period I could afford a car for the next one. concerps -- paying taxes. 
This is when | became acquainted with the 
“real world” practical experience aspects 

| learned most of the details of office C0-oping, i.e. making payments. Also, . politics by listening to conversations in the ‘© Of the most valuable lessons | learned A co-op program is probably the best company cafeteria. Here one could learn the hard way were (a) don’t get your car thing a student can get involved in if he or who had their resume on the streets, who fixed at a garage in a bad part of town, and she is interested in pursuing a career in was having a secret romance with whom, _ (b) always get two estimates before having engineering. An engineering summer job and who was on the “good” list and who 2ny major work done. is probably the second best thing to do. If was on the "bad” list. Not all the My co-op job also exposed me to you are interested in co-oping or finding a Conversations were about interesting stuff another aspect of real world summer job stop on up and visit with the like that; however, a lot of them were just concerns--paying taxes. Apprehension nice people in the co-op office on the about how bad the cafeteria food was. | about changes in the tax code became fourth floor of the Kurt F. Wendt had eaten at Gordon Commons for two very real to me, and | found myself Engineering Library. 0 
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e Transferring: Troubles and Triumphs 
° ° ° 

Eunice Hoffman retires after 37 years as transfer advisor 
LE ae 0 ERP Gg YO | 

badly hurt in an accident and the student ah As 

by Sue Sartain couldn’t finish his lab work, the student Fal { Wi 

took cyanide over Christmas vacation. in ' aa = 

“It was challenging and it was Hoffman sighed, “I feel, in a way, a > as 

interesting,” reflects Eunice Hoffman on somewhat responsible.” aed hy < 

her years of work as Educational Services "| think 1 was hired out of af Fa Meal] |e 
Assistant. After 37 years with the College of — desperation.”Hoffman explains that the | <2 as ie 2 
Engineering, she retired this past summer. College needed someone who could take 4 on a yy 2 

As Educational Services Assistant, shorthand, who had graduated from an _— | Y 4 

Hoffman was in charge of accepting or Wisconsin, and who was old enough to | gait, “I , ON 
denying engineering transfer students, deal with the many vets who were | As al ZY , 
both those returning to school and those returning. One of the most remarkable | So Sa a 

applying from other schools. Admittedly, — things Hoffman has seen over the past 37 | Semel 
the job required much “red-tape” years is the change in acceptance | \iimaiesoat “4 Wa 
knowledge: whe could enter upon whose standards. In 1949, a C average was | \\Wy ys 
authority and under wha circumpsiances, enough to get into any department. | — ATT iy 

ee i ie the job was far more Because of increased enrollment, each af ACI an 

Wely and rewarding. department has adopted a grade point vi ] I] . N | 

minimum. Wy), il i 
Another great change has been in the “Eunice has college catal fro see i 11.50 stat 

"It's very satisfying to see enrollment of foreign students. The andseveratcounvien roma states 

students succeed. You feel College of Engineering cannot limit 

personally involved.” admission. It cannot turn anyone away On adding that many foreign students came to 
the basis of country, color or sex. her first with their academic as well as 

personal problems before resorting to the 
Dean 

Hoffman recalls the story of a "They beg. They _ plead. ‘ : . 
40-year-old student on the Gl bill. This When you do explain that the 4 What about nie after retirement? 
student worked full time and attended competition is ruthless and Svlng ae er degree Io home 

school part time, maintaining a grade h I Idn’ economics, Hot memenoys designing her : they probably wouldn’t own clothin d 
point average of nearly 4.0. Upon cceed, they usually: realize StOtng, Sewing, Canning an 
transferring, he sold his home and moved ou i Ie y gardening. Bow and rifle hunting are also 
his family to Madison. Correcting papers it's true. favorite pastimes. Being treasurer of the 
as a part-time job and studying during Library Board, participating in church 

most of his time off, he finally graduated. groups and spending weekends on a 
“He was a real go-getter,” Hoffman Foreign students are often the most jointly owned farm have kept her busy and 
remarked, “and it’s very satisfying to see agreeable. “Perhaps it’s because they active. She laughs, “It’s as one student 
students succeed. You feel personally don’t know anyone else. You are their first. once said, ’ Now I'll have time to practice 
involved.” contact; they depend on you,” she said, my homeec.’” 

There is another side, though. 

Hoffman often had to be the first to tell - 
students they were denied admission. ®@ AKAI @ JVC @ PIONEER © SANSUI _® SOUNDCRAFTSMAN 

"They beg. They plead. When you do ss 
explain that the competition is ruthless and | uUbDIO TRADES 
they probably wouldn’t succeed, they a ————EE | 
usually realize it’s true. Seldom do they go i ° 

Stereo 
away mad.” But this was not so, she Specializing in New & Used Componente wen | 
related, in a most unusual case where a ramet tse! qq} 
student was once denied admission by a VCR's, Answering Machines _ Car Stereos, Heedphones a 5 
former dean. Rather upset, the student Bi Tabies and Pro Equipment Portable Recorders, eS ac z 
followed the dean into the parking lot and leel-to-Reel Cassette Tape = Walkman and Boomboxes (Q) eae 8 

clung to his car in desperation. i e 
Perhaps the most tragic story Hoffman U] ae = 

has to tell is that of a foreign student whom 1439 REGENT ‘STREET Ly 
Hoffman admitted under pressure from a Madison, Wisconsin 53711 

Kalgement. After a feaily member wee KmmmOetllAGHL © YAMAHA © CELESTION © KENWOOD _< BOSE © judgement. After a family member was © HIACHI © YAMAHA ® CELESTION © KENWOOD _® BOSE © 
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Yes, N O, Maybe e Professor B. E. A. Saleh, ECE \ 

Professor Saleh opposes building SDI sD 
as a matter of principle. In addition, he 

by John Oghalai photos by Paul Driessen says it would be extremely difficult to 
implement. ”SDI involves a combination 

This summer, a forum was sponsored of many unproven technologies, which 
by the General Engineering Department a a - eee . fallure 
on the Strategic Defense Initiative. | spoke unsale’y nen u OS eee te, Malo to professors. in the engineering Ny purpose of SDI.” Professor Saleh feels it 
department to get their opinions on the 7 | would be better 10; open channels of SO 
SDI, and to discover the basis for these Communtcaon “with ‘the Soviet Union 7 opinions. | also selected an assortment of rather than to work on’SDI, thus inviting quotes from student research papers them to take escalating counter-measures. 
written about the Forum. These interviews [ eolaae should net work a ne | and quotes were selected to show some of a el Age el one the opinions held by people in the fe neleey. They should instead put er + n . imited resources to more useful researc engineering college regarding the SDI. in, for example, medical technology and 

ways to feed more people.” | SDI 

: — ee 
~ | rrrC—™ 

_ SO e a ” \ . oo, S 
sv en: = i SDI et ee 

_ vy : & 
; db a — mo Professor J. D. Wiley, ECE ’ ‘cogil | _ Professor Wiley is not impressed by i Aim Stee 2 . ® |_ the “Star Wars” program so far. He says ae AN  -— ® | _ flat out that the SDI system described b: . ac | i oS y oe 4 — - Reagan as a 100% effective shield would oe | eg E> | : fb 4S LJ — 4 | = not work. Some missiles would still get 

i through. He does feel that some parts of 
eS the proposed system may be feasible. ae K. Ea. ECE sp’ * “The concept of detecting a missile right 

in industry working on lasers, one of the wie boos! pave Wii @ uel ook Rate he y were ~ ae oost phase with a laser shot from the key areas of SDI research. ”There are three | 3 |_| US., which had been reflected from a major breakthroughs that need to occur — eo ] satellite mirror in space, is very before the SDI could go into effect. Qa en challenging but perhaps possible. The Enginnering jst ee pales: that fe n shock wave created by an intense laser yet. e believes that, regardless of the pulse could destroy the missile during this ee nolony eed a a a deal gas nee period.” The ability to detect 
as a flaw--it’s indefensible. It wou the missile early enough is “do-able.” Th take years to put all the equipment needed super-high cenit laser needed is witty.” into space, and the Russians would shoot it but technology is not yet advanced down, piece by piece, as we put it up.”Yet enough to develop a real-time control Professor Oughstun feels that the research mirror satellite. The SDI isn’t the way to for SDI is necessary, since the knowledge stop the real problem anyway, says uncovered would have great applications % Professor Wiley. “There are so. many edie Besides, a Russhans pase other ways that an adversary could attack een working on their own defense us. For example, one gallon of a toxin progam for years ae we are even dumped into the open New York City em. ere cou ie as many as water reservoir could kill millions. This four or five years difference between us. water is so clean it isn’t even filtered. | eee would hisase st i aoe = much more concerned about s : i now, though. simple, low-technology attacks than about President Reagan hasn't thought it all out cp blatant launches of hundreds of missiles yet. It’s feasible--but not practical. from Soviet soil.” 

SO, 7 s Students and professors sound off on the SDI 
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; Professor G. L. Kulcinski, NE Ss 
| Professor Kulcinski believes that the SD 
P = U.S. scientific © community — should ! 
| —_. investigate the feasibility of the SDI. Robert Apthorpe, NE 3 

- q “There is nothing wrong with learning "Of all the questions facing the SDI 
bes eC" : about protective systems.” —_ After system, those of a technical nature will 

a .6hCU UGE developing the technology needed for the probably be the easiest to answer since, 
A SN. Oe SDI, the deployment issue can be for example, it is much easier to test a laser 
i ——- addressed. Professor Kulcinski describes than to see what the Soviets would do if 
>! = fi the SDI as “not a single device, but a series we deployed an SDI system.” 
— ££ of systems of devices. But if both the U.S. 

— and the Soviet Union had an SDI 
system--yes, it would reduce the threat of SDI 
nuclear war.” mi 

2 
SDI 

Guy Peterson, BS 4 Robert Holewinski, BUS 4 
"SDI is a dangerous program costing our » “| hope the research for advanced 

country more than money. It should be 3 weapons is approved because the U.S. 
abandoned before it does our country depends on our superior technology to 
great harm.” combat Soviet quantity (of weapons). But 

SDI will neither promote global stability SD 
Allan Stange, AMP4 nor help to curb the arms race. I 

"Speakers used widely varying estimates 
for such things as the cost, number of SDI uy 

launches required to put an SDI system in 
Sb, place, explosive power of a laser beam 

and the size of the battle management \ BACK TO KINKO'S 
program. When the experts disagree so AY) 
wholeheartedly, it is difficult for the Kg 
average person to come to a conclusion Ss, ZS © \ 

on the salient points of an argument.” Oo; N 

eM \ 
p lA 

S —) @ 

YX Steve Byrnes, ECE 3 gi 
\ "SDI should be researched with the 

sv hopes that a simple and low-cost defense Head over to Kinko’s for all 
system can be developed.” of your copying needs this 

term and discover outstanding 
quality and abundant services 

<p’ at very affordable prices. 
Todd Connell 

“lt een agen (of the arms race) is CAMPUS LOCATION 
the third thing you can count on in life, 620 University Ave. 
along with death and taxes, which, 255-2679 
ironically, might be the only things that é sp’ Opentil midnight 
(SDI) is going to give us. DI Monday thru Thursday 

Greg Cornelius, ME 2 1201 Regent St. 
“I believe SDI is a necessary evil which, 255-6367 

Sb; if we are resourceful enough, will provide Open 24 hours! 
us with many products that will be useful Free Parking 

\ in other fields. We are on the verge of a 
sD pew era that may possibly open the vast 2 

rontiers of space. If we can manage to 
Sb, begin moving towards world-wide kinko-s’ 

cooperation and negotiation, __ this. 
distasteful beginning may lead to a ver 

Sb bright future.” . 
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A Badger Turns Crimson 
. ° 

The first year at Harvard Business School 
(EEE SAN ET Tg a a ES EE OSC sR] 

Therefore, you must constantly make happens when all your peers are 
. decisions on what is most important and over-achievers?. Some become more 

by Will S. Kenlaw, BSIE 1981 what can wait another day. By the middle creative. Others strive for eloquence. Still 
of the semester, you also decide what is others search _ tirelessly for that 

It seems like only yesterday | was important to you--grades, family time, — case-breaking fact (it usually doesn’t exist). 
sitting in the ME building trying to get my socializing, enjoying the experience. Some “crunch the numbers” to the Nth 
linear program debugged before class. Finding the balance is very important. degree and stress the quantitative. And 
Amazingly, that was five years ago. Now | others throw away the numbers and push 
am back in the classroom. But rather than THE ENVIRONMENT the qualitative —_ issues. In sum, 
sit peacefully and listen to the next lecture The environment is somewhat  over-achievers can not turn off the 
on stochastic variables or deterministic charming and conducive to learning. For | achievement valves, but at HBS the class 
equations, | must convincingly debate those of you who must know, the building as a whole benefits from this pushing of 
with fellow classmates the best way to walls really are covered with ivy. The _ the limits. 
finance the expansion of a business or campus is beautiful and is separate from They come from all over the world. 
implement a new marketing strategy. the rest of Harvard. (HBS is on the Boston Every major educational institution is 

This is graduate business side of the Charles) River.) The MBA represented as well as many smaller 
school--HARVARD style. More businesses program is two year. long, and there are schools. However, there are a lot of 
are dismantled and more people are fired approximately 1500 Candidates enrolled. ivy-leaguers. For example, my class has 
at the Harvard Business School (HBS) in The first year id and rigorous. twenty-seven people from Princeton and 
one week than in the last century in the There are no electives. The 750 or more twenty-four from Yale versus six from 
“real” world. This is all done in the people entering each year are divided into © UW-Madison and ten from Michigan. 
classroom, and in the interest of learning, nine sections. First-year. students will take we get 
mind, yous*The philosophy is to give a classes only with their section of ninety | AN ENGINEER'S PLACE ge 
student a crash: course on a company and __ students in onsedaeaprir tie entire year. Engineers actually fit) in,.well atyHBS, 
its Pe Sheyice own as a 5- to. The second year is comprised of nine and Twenty “to “twenty-five \percent of the 30-page case study), ne andthe next-day_a! naeaiectiveeand -one-required. course." <tudents. have“undérgra duate degrees in 
make the student the__manager__or__ Classes. are five.days a.week, except. engineering. that may b e surprising when 
executive who must solve the problems. _.. the ‘second)iseméster off te 5 scond year — compared to the ten to fifteen percent of _ For those who wonder what it is really':'when|they are held four days a week t 4 siplente Wag assed Diaries: i best example is the movie, ’The allo e for interviewing. ee ae Tay isiveal CSRaRIi cote: like, the best example is the movie,” The al | ¢ for interviewing, tea “addition, the traditiona “tough” courses Paper Chase.” There: are pinety people rh lasstc msate tiéred/"so the 0 quantitative. This gives the 

. Scene Soaihe Se THEIREOAE: nisfedeae cane “allathe @ indena hain Ugueaaaa. Nith all the brishi per classroom and the Socratic met od is _ professor. car: all th faces and-nan ineer an advant. ge. Nith all th bright 
employed. In other words, the professors cards lis kind “of mines ditorium” people at HBS, any advantage is. a do not lectu he chestrate) the style, age teen cases per week. weleamed eo 
cach have critical lessons and information the tgiching Method. Students are usually, engineers is a big advahiage at HBS. An that should be comi nunicated to the class, “cold “called” to. open. a Case ‘at’ the engineer's first job is usua iy 3 real” job 
but the random variable is the student, beginning of class. In other wo ds, one rather than a service-related job. Engineers 
Each is an individual _with unique never knows when one will be called’ oftémwork in manufacturing or 
knowledge, experiences, and sometimes, upon; therefore, one must always be produc tion, where the Work actually gets expertise. One learns from the eig hty-nine- prepared. Itadds a twinge of excitement to — done and line nanagement is often the 
other souls in the classroom. every class. route for advancement. Since many of the 

cases are written about basic business 
A FIRST TASTE THE PEOPLE operations and problems, the engineer's 

As you might imagine, the first five or The biggest surprise is probably the perspective is a particularly valuable one 
six weeks are incredibly intense. You people. Most are down to earth, — inclass. 
enter “the twilight zone.” It is an hardworking, nice people. Contrary to HBS utilizes personal computers for 
adjustment period. How many hours does popular belief, there are not many snobs. some case analyses. Each student must 
it take to prepare a case study? How many True to popular belief, there are a lot of own one and be familiar with | its 
days can | go with only three hours of very intelligent people. The competition operation. This is a natural for most young 
sleep? Why is everyone more prepared _ in the classroom is keen but not cut-throat. engineers today since computer skill is 
than | am? How can | possibly be — Itis also often fun. required in most accredited curriculums. 
prepared every day? The answers are: There is no denying the fact that most All in all, an engineer is in good 
infinite, many but not productively, they of the people are “high steppers” or company at HBS. If you are an engineer 

aren't, and you can’t! over-achievers. What is interesting is how with a business interest on the back 
This madness is actually intentional. it manifests itself. in the classroom. burner, then investigate HBS. After all, 

In a sense, it mimics the real world. You Over-achievers try to distinguish you have nothing to fear but 800 cases and 
can not accomplish everything in a day. themselves from their peers. But what a well-earned reputation. 0 
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i Gt es After graduation, you will 

| = _|} want to use your knowledge, : 
Se ee Oe ae Co fi y' Pa * a 

| VF | skills and creativity in an 4 7 

eo a oe S\ Ss |_~=sorganization that will pro- —_ 

(ese a . f | vide opportunity for personal i 4 

| x a ) )} growth and advancement. a { 

or ha Oscar Mayer Foods Corpora- ul “i : yor Fe 
b= we | tion, the leading meat pro- , 

Fries I cessing company in the U.S., , 

pe pS has such positions for talen- [| q 
ieee r ted young people. We need 

/ Mi, jood engineers to develo leat , 
i fe g , " on p 

ee 5 | &  /  /| better production machinery,  |iaeaeay L 

ec) fie fe} improve our maintenance ad- Maga 4 b 

Ee a: i ministration, help manage jase) . 
= \ Ss ym ana our plants, and to work in the eee . 

a a many diverse engineering pth Pay’ i 
, a oN jobs that are so vital to our GA i 

Ceca aan company. The young engi- jij oe) \ 
F YS, a neers featured on this page f 

4 eee ) ea have found rewarding careers . : 
: - Lad in keeping us No. 1 in our in- | f 

: as cam © 4%] dustry. We will continue to y y 
ae le Pe need good young engineers f y U 

w Vd | _ to follow in their footsteps as y y 
7~ Fh they advance through our or- f y 

: wf | _ ganization. You could be one / 
a = a“ of them. } a 

ED Ly 

Pat Molitor 
Plant Engineering Manager 

Bet eicooiho Manager Davenport Oscar Mayer Plant 

Los Angeles Oscar Mayer Plant 

Pat started with the company in 
June, 1977, after obtaining a B.S. in 

P. J. graduated in May 1979 from Civil Engineering from the University 
e Illinois Institute of Technology with : . 2 

a B.S. degree in Mechanical Engi- of Wisconsin. He entered our six 

neerin and entered our six month month Engineering Management De- 
Eni Sorin Management Develop- velopment program which provides 

pt Pro a 9 Pp the new engineer with a broad over- 

gram. view of the Spportuniiss in the 

PJ. has held a variety of positions in Engineering Division. The program 

Maintenance Administration and also points out the significant role that 

Maintenance Supervision. In addition alr the Engineering Division plays in the 

to these plant assignments, PJ. also ose overall structure of the Oscar Mayer 

works on our Corporate Engineering a er Foods Corporation. 

Staff in implementing an_ in-house M Pai has held various ye . 
i i i : positions of in- 

een mal creasing responsibility in the Mainten- 

. ance Administration and Maintenance 

P.J.’s most recent assignment is at our Supervision since graduating from the 

ing. Mabeger tr tis postion, he fs Dacar Maver Feeds an: Siynman & Plent Engineenng Mane: ing Manager. In this , iti ji sign 7 
responsible for all engineering, main- Corporate Recruiting Office ger at our Davenport facility. In this 

tenance and powerhouse activities at P.O. Box 7188 : position, he is responsible for all engi- 

this location. Madison, Wisconsin neering, maintenance and power- 
1-608-241-6897 house activities at this location.



° . The Great Wall of Engineering 

by Gary Webster 
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The College of Engineering has finally decided to build on the stereotype that all engineers do is study. Therefore, the College has 
decided to purchase a section of the Great Wall of China and erect it around the engineering campus, thus preventing engineering 
students from having any kind of social life. Shown here is a section of the Great Wall being dismantled. 0 
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PART-TIME JOB OPENINGS WITH MaAanuip 

Due to our continued growth, Marquip, Inc., a dynamic, high-tech manufacturer of machinery for the 
corrugated cardboard industry, presently has the following part-time job openings. 

These positions are excellent learning opportunities and we are willing to train qualified applicants. 

ELECTRICAL CONTROL PANEL ASSEMBLERS ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLERS Assembling of electrical control panels Assembling printed circuit boards, soldering and wire 
Ability to read mechanical and electrical blueprints wrapping helpful Electronics background helpful. Openings available Monday through Friday: Openings available Monday through Friday: 6:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 7:00 u.m. to 11:00 a.m. 100 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 5:30 p.m. to.9:30 p.m. 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
MACHINE OPERATORS 
Operate various machines such as drill presses and STOCKROOM CLERK cut-off saws, to fabricate steel into component parts Receiving raw materials and component parts, Prior shop courses or machining experience preferred stocking shelves, driving fork-lift, and but not necessary dispensing components and tools to production workers 
Openings available Monday through Friday: Good math aptitude required; must be detail-oriented 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Openings available Monday through Friday: 
2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 

All positions are twenty hours a week, but we can be flexible to fit your schedule. 
We are located two miles east of the Capitol, off East Washington Avenue and near five bus lines. 

To be considered, apply in person or send resume to: ARUP 
99 South Baldwin Street 
Madison, WI 53703 

Or phone: (608)255-4220 

An equal opportunity employer. 

SSS SSS 
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= a a.nucleattrained officer. =i world, and it means working sioning and also upon completion a 
Se eee ease cores (anol COMMRT ME Tem OaCOONrtel ce training — of nuclear training. Sign up while 
Sc eee ac uncees lace Bolom tite ameer ioe Rce ITs eronmeT WAN rete sull in college and you could be 
=== demands your best. Proving your===>= - College graduates get Officer earning $1,000 a month right now. <= 
—__-- == skills at the heart of today’s nuclear-- =Candidate School leadership Be one of the most accomplished _— 
—===—powered Navy. training, and a year of graduate- professionals in a challenging field. _==— 
—— Over half of America’s nuclear _level training in the Navy Nuclear —_ Lead the Adventure as an officer=—— 
— reactors are in the Navy. That adds — Power School. in the Nuclear Navy. Contact your __- 
Ss yea ConeOcenve ene mongasutane The rewards are top-notch, too. Navy Officer Recruiter or call __ a 

MLB CEU COE MIELE T NCO rn eu N BT MMM C (OUST CO emt oO Rent Ge 1- 800-327-NAVY. = -= == — 
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. terminal: then tested, stressed, and from our own engineers. Feedba 

Zi Your | le a Fro mn refined. Designs can be rotated, cross- _ that inspires ever more intelligent 

p sectioned, or peeled away in layers. useful workstations. 

A t te P t But that's just the beginning. ; 
Ti 0 ar The point is, GE engineers work 

When the design is ready for the most advanced tools technol 

At tomorrow's GE, young engineers production, the computer generates can create. If you think you are re 

like Dean Robinson will produce instructions directly into the machine to join them, sign up for an inter 

designs almost as fast as they can that cuts the mold. No blueprints. with GE. If we dont visit your cam 
think. Thanks to newly developed GE No models. Thought becomes reality. send your resume to: 

software that transforms design data ; 
directly into a tool path to produce What puts GE so far ahead in the General Electric Company 
the part right from an engineer's development of art-to-part CAD/ Building 36-5 

workstation. CAM? Perhaps it's because we're our Schenectady, New York 12345 
own best customer. We don't just 

5 The new technology, called “art-to- design the software. We dont just 
8 S part CAD/CAM,” goes far beyond build the hardware. We use these 
. 5 © solid modeling. First, realistic images systems in most of our businesses. if yl ou can dre a 

§ 3 2 8 are generated and displayed on the So we're constantly getting feedback you can do It. 
oo 6 

eGaset 
2 = = =@ General Electric is an equal opportunity employer. @ A registered trademark of General Electric Co
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